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Abstract: Although (a) humans have been dealing with ‘what we call mind today’ for millions of years and (b) the first use
of mind became obvious by works of Socrates (470 – 399 BC), a universal scientific definition/model of mind, that
scientifically links mind to different parts in Central and Enteric Nervous Systems (CNS and ENS), has not been developed.
In this paper, providing a scientific definition/model for the first time of mind and generation/emission of brainwaves,
intriguing applications of scientific model of mind, as EEG-data-Based Algorithm across MGBA, are suggested for the first
time.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

As early humans, for millions of years (Fig. 1), felt their own or others’ heartbeat, they considered heartbeat as center of
emotions and intelligence. The ancient Egyptians and other traditions (Fig. 1) considered this view as the ‘mainstream
science’ until the discovery of Electroencephalogram (EEG) in 1924 (published in 1929) by Hans Berger [1] who measured
alpha wave (8 – 12 Hz). Who controls brain’s frontal lobe (logic) and Amygdala (emotions), and their communication with
other parts of the brain? When we perceive data through sound, sight, smell, touch and taste, who decides how to react? Can
two brains communicate with each other without these senses? Who is the decision maker; mind or brain or childhood
memories known as Amygdala Scripts (AS)? As the brain’s goal is survival, what is mind’s role and how does it interact with
brain? What is role of consciousness? If a human decides to jump off a cliff, who is the decision maker and who can interfere?
Who controls huge amount of bidirectional data flow along Microbiome-Gut-Brain-Axis (MGBA)? Do EEG signals flow
along MGBA? What is the scientific mechanism for generation of brainwaves (EEG signals)? Is a dog not under stress smarter
than a human under extreme stress? Currently, there are no scientific answers to most of these questions.
The scientific models suggested in this paper seek answers to most of above questions by proposing that mind, as an algorithm
definable and computable by EEG brainwave data generated in MGBA, is the decision maker and leader of everything and
anything the living humans and non-humans do and feel [2]. The paper also suggests a scientific model for generation and
emission of electromagnetic waves in the frequency range of 0.05 – 500 Hz along MGBA.
II.

MODEL OF MIND

The ancient (a) Egyptians considered heart as the center of intelligence rather than brain [3][4] and (b) Chinese culture used
the term xin (heart) which has broader meanings including heart, mind, feeling, intention, wisdom, soul, etc. [5]. Aristotle
also considered heart as center of intelligence [6]. With number of neurons in Prefrontal Cortex (PFC) and cerebellum
defining intelligence, the heart with its 40,000 neurons has no high level intelligence. The role of brain was not recognized
until approximately 510 – 440 BC by Alcmaeon [7][8] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Early history of heart, brain and mind.
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Although humans have been dealing with ‘what we call mind today’ for millions of years in the form of behaviors of both
animals [9] and humans, a universal scientific definition/model of mind, that scientifically links mind to different parts in
MGBA, has not been developed. Different models and views about animal mind [10] [11] and (b) human brain-heart-body
[12] exist but not all are supported by mainstream science. According to a psychological model of mind [13], “sensations
from the world, sensations from the body, and prior experience form three of the fundamental aspects of all mental life”. This
model does not quantify ‘mental life’ or mind. These three fundamental aspects are quantifiable by Electroencephalography
(EEG) and the EEG data can help develop an algorithm as explained below. Non-scientific models of consciousness exist [8]
but how can scientific mind model help develop a scientific model of consciousness? Are mind and consciousness same? If
so, do they extend across MGBA?
The existance of mind and consciousness are due to neuron firing in MGBA generating electromagnetic waves or
brainwaves. The reported brainwave frequencies, measured by Electroencephalograph (EEG), are in the frequency range of
0.05 – 500 Hz measured along MGBA [14][15]. Scientific model of attention level of mind developed [16] using alpha and
beta wave EEG data is used in mind-controlled robot [17] and games [18]. Consciousness, if considered state of mind, is
also an EEG-data-based algorithm. The neuron firing in MGBA is also applicable to develop algorithms for factors
mentioned in Fig. 2 that also shows parts of brain involved for development of algorithms for such factors. For example,
empathy algorithm, involving insula and PFJ [19][20], should be possible using EEG data from PFJ and insula.
The scientific model of mind’s attention level developed [16] using alpha and beta wave EEG data is not very accurate and
cannot be applied to factors mentioned in Fig. 2. Here is a procedure for accurate algorithm development using EEG data
from particular brain parts:
a)
Identify the EEG data from particular brain parts using simultaneous EEG and functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (fMRI) experiments [21][22][23].
b)
Identify sections of data responsible for a particular algorithm (any of the factors mentioned in Fig. 2).
c)
Develop algorithm by finding FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) of relevant EEG data.
d)
Test these algorithms under different conditions.

Fig. 2 Suggested mind model dependent on interrelated factors.

Other Parts in MGBA

Pre-Frontal
Cortex (PFC)
Amygdala
Fig. 3 A comprehensive scientific mind/consciousness model.
Fig. 3 shows a model for algorithms involving PFC, Amygdala and Cerebellum. While the use of PFC (logic) and Amygdala
(emotions) will play an important role in developing the mind algorithms for most of the factors mentioned in Fig. 2, why is
cerebellum involved in the mind model? Of the 86 billion neurons in brain [24], 99% are in cerebral and cerebellar cortexes
[25]. Due to exponential growth of knowledge about cerebellum in the last three decades, including its role in emotional
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processing [26], any model of mind must include the new roles of cerebellum. In addition to its motor role, according to
clinical, experimental, neuroimaging and neurophysiological investigations research, the cerebellum is involved in cognitive,
affective, social, and emotional processing [26] because cerebellum acts as the computational unit of the brain. The mind,
modeled as algorithm computable by EEG brainwave data, is the decision maker and leader of everything and anything the
living humans and non-humans do and feel.
Role of ex in FFT Algorithm: What is the role of natural exponential function (ex) in FFT algorithm? The constant e,
discovered in 1683 by Jacob Bernoulli [27] while studying compound interest as defined by eq. (1), has multidisciplinary
applications today:
1 n

𝑒 = lim (1 + ) , e = 2.71828 when n is very large approaching infinity
n→∞

n

(1)

This paper introduces an unusual definition of ex: The mathematical modelling of a physical quantity, depending on a very
large number of particles or processes n, is only possible by ex and not by 2x or 3x. Here are some examples; (a) growth of a
tumor [28], (b) diffusion current across a p-n junction [29], (c) drug half-life in the body [30], (d) increase of human height,
(e) growth of a rock, and (f) radioactive decay [31].
III.

MODEL OF BRAINWAVE GENERATION AND EMISSION

Studies have tried to explain (a) brainwave generation in the cortex [32], (b) theories of consciousness [33], (c) integrated
consciousness [34], (d) travelling waves [35], and (e) methodology for mapping networks of structural connectivity in the
brain [36]. Recent studies have measured the brainwaves originating from the limbic system [21][22][23] showing that
brainwaves are generated in other parts of the brain, perhaps also along the Microbiome-Gut-Brain-Axis (MGBA), and not
just in the cortex. However, these studies are unable to explain (a) the wavelength and frequency ranges of the emitted and
measured brainwaves, (b) how brainwaves with a wavelength range of 1 billion - 50 million meters are possible. Currently,
there is no universal scientific model of brainwave emission across MGBA. As the proposed mind model extends EEG
signals across MGBA, how to explain brainwave emission across MGBA? For example, how are 0.03 Hz (10 10 meters)
brainwaves generated and emitted? For the first time, this paper attempts to explain generation of brainwaves using the dipole
antenna model of electromagnetic waves [37].
There are approximately 860 trillion neuron connections [38] among the 86 billion neurons in the brain [39]. Such connection
paths of neural current flow (in series and parallel), caused by action potentials, can act as an antenna emitting electromagnetic
waves. Thus, the currents through neural paths of axons, insulated by myelin sheath, can form very long paths (antennas)
emitting electromagnetic waves. According to the model of brainwaves suggested in this paper, brainwaves result whenever
a large number of neurons are firing along the neural paths of axons. With axon ion densities of approximately 10 15 cm-3,
action potential generation time of approximately 10 -3 s (dendrite changes the axon potential from 0 to approx. 70 mV in a
single neuron firing) and ionic currents of approximately 10-7 A [40], this paper suggests to use the dipole antenna model to
explain the emitted frequencies and wavelengths of brainwaves. The axon length is in the range of 1 – 1000 mm with myelin
insulation (Fig. 4) and a synapse gap of 20-40 nm. The electromagnetic waves of 3 and 0.03 Hz have wavelengths of 10 8 and
1010 m, respectively. Huge neural connection paths are possible due to very small synapse gap allowing neural currents to
flow across multiple neurons making this path a very long antenna (Fig. 4) radiating e.m. waves (brainwaves).
A wavelength of 1010 m (0.03 Hz) will require a dipole antenna length of 5x109 m. Other studies have suggested (a)
average short- and long-range connection lengths of 8.4 x 10 8 m [35][36], and (b) distributed and integrating network
connections [41]. The delta waves (0.3 – 3 Hz) will require a neural connection length range of 5 – 50 x107 m causing neuron
firing in most of the brain parts.
E
B

Fig. 4 Antenna length L; E and B fields.
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That makes sense as the brain repairs itself during deep sleep dominated by delta waves [42]. However, realizing that of the
86 billion neurons in brain [43] 99% are in cerebral and cerebellar cortexes [44], these two cortexes may have enough
connections to produce antenna lengths needed for delta waves. With expression of some doubts about the accuracy of
predicted neural paths [35] and for the existence of ultrashort frequencies (< 0.05 Hz), we need other ideas for appropriate
neural paths to use the antenna model. While the delta waves dominate in deep sleep, they are always emitted even if we are
awake. This may be due to the fact that 99% of the total neural connections, coming from cerebral and cerebellar cortexes
[44], are active in many of brain factors mentioned in Fig. 2.
IV.

INTRIGUING APPLICATIONS OF MIND MODEL

For a reliable scientific model of mind EEG data generation between PFC, Amygdala and Cerebellum (Fig. 3) is crucial.
Some intriguing applications of scientific models of mind, as EEG-data-based algorithm across MGBA, are suggested for the
first time:
1. Ants Colony and Human Brain Run Without a Physical Leader:
Interestingly, an ants colony [45][46] and human MGBA [39] have two things in common; (a) the goal, assisted by
multiple parts, is survival and (b) multiple parts are organized without a ‘physical entity’ as a leader. Ants’ antennas, coated
with cuticular hydrocarbons (CH) specific to their colony [47], use CH for communication with intra colony ants. According
to model suggested by this paper the 250,000 neurons in ant brain detect CH and a large number of ants in a colony generate
data leading to an algorithm that is leader of the colony. The data gathered by external CH sensors on ant’s antennas can
lead to a similar algorithm.
In contrast, the EEG data generated in human MGBA leads to an algorithm that is the leader in the human brain.
This leader is the mind. Different mind factors mentioned in Fig. 2 are explainable by mind algorithms based on EEG data
generated by relevant brain parts.
2. Can a Dog be More Intelligent Than a Human?
As the PFC of a human under extreme stresss may have less functional neurons (partial or total PFC shutdown)
available [48] [49] than PFC of a dog not under stress, the mind of human under stress has less intelligence than that of a dog.
A similar situation may occur if a human uses emotional part of the mind (Amygdala). The decisions made by a human under
extreme stress will be very dangerous, especially if the person holds a public office.
3. Does mind Control Emotions and Logic?
Emotions and logic, affected by neuron firing in PFC, Amygdala and Cerebellum, relate to (a) childhood memories
(Amygdala Scripts) and experiences, and (b) brought-up and education. Logical thinking relates to neuron firing mainly in
PFC, other cortical parts and cerebellum. Human emotional and logical thinking depend on bidirectional communication of
cerebral neurons with other parts of the brain and gut, in particular Amygdala and Cerebellum. Amygdala, with its 12-13
Million neurons [50], controls emotions by using permanent memory in Hippocampus. Thus, whether mind of a person
behaves logically depends upon number of functional PFC neurons or level of stress.
4. Personality Algorithms
The fundamental personality dependent data, generated by the limbic system in general and Amygdala in particular,
affects all mind algorithms. Thus, the data from Amygdala [51] [52], PFC and Cerebellum plays a fundamental role in
defining the personality algorithm, differentiating one human from another. According to the mind model presented in this
paper, the personality algorithm is the leader (decision maker) of all the parts in the Microbiome-Gut-Brain-Axis.

5. Can Mind Model Help Narcissist Personalities?
What is Narcissistic Personality Disorder (NPD) [53][54]? The mind of narcissists (a) feels inferior (b) is arrogant,
disparaging and self-absorbed and (c) lacks empathy or empathy hindered by extreme stress. Narcissists found in general
public including pastors [55] and other religious leaders, pose a danger. Stress induced changes in right insular regions may
affect NPD [56] because this reduces the EEG data required for a normal mind function. The reason for this stress is traceable
to narcissist’s Amygdala Scripts (AS) [51]. Since mind can help reduce stress by exercise and discovering narcissist’s AS,
one interesting way is to build and use Narcissism controlled robot (will be opposite of Empathy controlled robot) by EEG
data from TPJ and Insula regions leading a narcissist algorithm.
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6. Can Mind Affect Neurogenesis?
Interestingly, the only area of the brain where neurogenesis (ability to divide to make new cells) continues
throughout life is the hippocampus, an area essential to memory encoding and storage. Neurogenesis increases by learning,
exercise [57] [58] and sex but decreases with stress, sleep deprivation and aging. Does mind affect aging? It does through
controlling stress [59]. The slowdown of biological aging by slowing shortening of DNA telomere through diet, exercise and
good sleep is possible [60]. The mind controls diet, exercise and good sleep. Amygdala Scripts [51] [52][61], permanently
stored in hippocampus, affect mind and personality. AS can affect neurogenesis through stress. There is some evidence that
neurogenesis can also take place in midbrain and striatum [62] areas. Decision making is affected by Amygdala [63][64][65].
Thus, according to the mind model of this paper, for an accurate algorithm, one has to combine the Amygdala, PFC and ENS
data resulting in Personality Algorithm. The role of Microbiome, communicating with amygdala [61], is very important for
development of personality algorithms and neurogenesis.
7. Can Human Mind Detect Social Interactions Leading To ‘Human Interaction’ Algorithms?
What parts of brain are involved in social interactions? Are mind algorithms for social interactions, empathy and
other aspects of human behavior possible? The parts of the brain, related to personality, are also very important for the
scientific model of mind including insula, Temporal-Parietal Junction (TPJ) and the right side of the posterior Superior
Temporal Sulcus (pSTS). Mental state has been studied [66] by showing videos of positive or negative interaction between
two people; the pSTS as well as neighboring TPJ are involved [66]. TPJ also helps interpret the behavior of other people
based on an understanding of their minds [67] according to theory of mind representing another person’s mental states.
Insula [68], a socio-emotional region in the anterior-ventral insula, leads to empathy (ability to perceive, understand
and experience others’ feelings), social cognition, subjective feeling and social interaction. As shown in Fig. 3, such a mind
model becomes very complex because portion of brainwaves coming from one or more of these parts (Fig. 3) will be needed
for developing algorithms for the personality related factors in Fig. 2. Again, it is very important to find the brainwaves
originating from these parts using the fMRI and EEG experiments at the same time. The model presented in Fig. 3 is complex
and requires a multidisciplinary and transdisciplinary approach to get the data needed.
8. Leader of Brain in Sleep?
How does brain repair itself during deep sleep? Who is the leader during the repair process? Based on scientific
model of this paper, mind is the leader of brain in sleep and awake states. The brain repairs itself in deep sleep [69] using
delta waves. The stronger (>150 µV) delta waves [70][71] in sleep, observed for sleepwalkers, are associated with the higher
homeostatic pressure present early during the sleep period. The fact that relatively high delta wave signal is present for
repairing the brain indicates delta waves generated in the brain during deep sleep affect some or all parts of the brain. Are the
brainwaves, especially with ultrashort frequencies, measureable in ENS (connected to CNS through Vagus nerve)? Can
brainwaves travel outside the brain? Can low-impedance sensor materials, such as 2D graphene EEG sensors [72], detect
brainwaves at a distance from the brain? Graphene EEG sensors may detect very weak EEG signals (pV) not requiring skin
contact. Can brain waves from one brain enter another brain and affect the other brain? Currently there is no scientific answer
for most of these questions.
We know that transcranial stimulation enters the brain and affects parts of the brain because typical stimulation
currents are 1 mA. Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) alters spontaneous cortical activity, while transcranial
alternating current stimulation (tACS) and transcranial random-noise stimulation (tRNS) are presumed to induce or interfere
with oscillations of cortical networks [73][74].
9. Does a Patient Know More About State of Patient Than a Medical Doctor?
Who has the most knowledge about patient’s actual condition; mind of a doctor or mind of a patient? Obviously,
doctor is a medical professional and typical patient is not. This paper argues that patient’s mind knows far more his/her
condition than a doctor does. When a doctor gets the results of various tests/procedures doctor explains the results to the
patient making patient’s mind knowledgeable. Then patient’s mind constantly receives information, from his brain and body,
that Dr. has no access to. According to a psychological model of mind [13], “sensations from the world, sensations from the
body, and prior experience form three of the fundamental aspects of all mental life”. Patient’s mind as an algorithm has access
to much more data than doctor’s mind. Unless telepathy becomes a reality, the patient’s mind knows about patients’ condition
more than a doctor. Now, as mind is leader and decision maker, the patient’s mind with doctor’s help can improve the quality
of life and longevity. The people living in blue zones, with no doctor available, use their mind for healthcare [75] to live 100
years or more.
10. Does Charity Curb Creativity and Fairness Encouraging Corruption?
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Individuals and nations relying on charities may disappear due to lack of survival skills and creativity. Someone,
getting charity without any effort, becomes less creative. People allowed to question anything and everything when they are
growing up, become very creative. One example is Finland where children can question anything and everything. In today’s
world religious people are far less creative because they are not allowed to question everything when growing up.
Unfortunately, followers of all Prophets are not creative although their Prophets were extremely creative. Today Finnish are
most creative [76] because their children question everything and anything and are not supported by charity.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper, for the first time, presents a universal scientific definition/model of mind linking scientifically to different parts
in central and enteric nervous systems (CNS and ENS). In particular, intriguing applications of scientific model of mind, as
EEG-data-based algorithm across MGBA, are suggested for the first time.
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